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Buffalo Snow: BetUS taking bets on snowfall
totals
Online gambling company BetUS.com (pronounced Bet U.S.) announced on Friday that it had

begun accepting bets on the total accumulated snowfall in Buffalo, New York between Friday

and 11:59pm EST on Sunday night.  Buffalo and western New York are under a Lake Effect

Snow Warning until 1pm EST on Sunday and various predictions have called for Buffalo to see

anywhere from 2 to 6 FEET of snow this weeknd.

 

Barry Barger, senior betting analyst for BetUS Sportsbook, said that the company was “trying to

provide a fun entertainment option for people stuck at home because of the storm and make the

best of an unfortunate situation.”  

 

So what are the odds?

 

BetUS has set the “over / under” for the number of inches of snow at 48 ½ inches,

or a little over 4 feet.  The ‘under’ option is currently priced at +120, meaning a $100 bet

that there will be less than 48 ½ inches would payout $220 (a net profit of $120 plus the return

of the bettor’s $100 stake). Meanwhile, the “over” 48 ½ inches is currently a heavy favorite

(meaning oddsmakers see it as more likely), is priced at -160 – meaning a bettor would have to

risk $160 just to win $100.  “That’s because the ‘over’ is seen as the more likely outcome right

now, both by oddsmakers and bettors.”

 

“Amazingly, we began receiving action [bets] almost immediately after posting these odds,”

Barger says.

 

BetUS also has odds on the highest rate of snowfall per hour: over or under 2 ½ inches per

hour, with the ‘over’ 2 ½ inches per hour being a heavy favorite at -175. 
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ABOUT BETUS

A new generation of recreational gamers is emerging across North America and as the largest, longest running
online sportsbook no one is better equipped than BetUS.com.pa to serve them. Recognized as one of the oldest
and most respected online entertainment companies for more than 25 years, BetUS is proud to offer customers
from all over the world an unparalleled level of experience and industry expertise unmatched by any other
sportsbook. Since 1994 BetUS’s mission has been to provide recreational sports bettors the highest level of
customer service, ease of play, and confidence to indulge their passion for wagering. Whether it is sports,
breaking news, politics, Hollywood gossip, current events, stock predictions, and even weather, BetUS has got
your game!

“As with sports betting, the odds could change depending on how the betting public places their

bets, or as conditions change,” says Barger, noting that oddsmakers may adjust odds

accordingly. “However, when you place a bet, your individual wager ticket is locked in at the

odds as they were when you placed the bet.”

 

Earlier this week, BetUS made headlines when Forbes reported that the company had begun

accepting bets on which airlines would cancel the most flights during the busy Thanksgiving

travel week.
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